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About This Game

Build your own town and make heaps of money in this addictive strategy game.

Construct an idyllic neighborhood with plenty of houses and keep your residents happy by providing all services they need, and
they will reward you with a tidy profit. It’s up to you how to play - you can work your way to the top in the comprehensive

campaign mode or you can create and play your own custom scenarios. Build dozens of houses, structures and other buildings.
Trophies and awards available for the meticulous gamer!

Construct an idyllic neighborhood.

Build dozens of houses, structures and other buildings.

Win trophies and awards in 24 unique campaign scenarios.

Play your own custom scenarios.

Reach up to 22 achievements.
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Publisher:
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 Avadon 3: The Warborn  is an old-school turn-based rpg with exploration and combat as it’s primary focus, well balanced by
character interactions, vivid and constant world-building through descriptions and textlogs, and the occasional equipment
upgrading. The option in classes and a wide array of abilities helps keep the encounters engaging and allows light tactical
planning on medium-to-large scale battles (especially on higher difficulty levels).
 Following the well-established molds of the Geneforge and Avadon sagas, Avadon offers a huge world and interesting
characters to populate it. This game’s particularity comes in the form of a more focused storytelling that takes precedence over
the free-form exploration. The story itself revolves around the player as a lowly Pact soldier that gets elevated to the status of
Hand of Avadon, being given the power and the responsibility to end the war with the Farlands. How this is brought about is up
to you: crush your enemies mercilessly, or subdue them by aiding in your common struggles. The sum of your positioning
towards your superiors and companions determines later-game outcomes.

Between all the aspects that come out upon hours of gameplay, some excel.
 Things A3 got right :

The “low budget GoT” feel of the story, having a gray-scaled political struggle at the center of your narrative, is well-
paced and gripping;

The retooled Vitality system and Talent upgrade paths shake up the fighting and leveling in relation to the previous
iterations;

The returning companions and npc’s from A1&2, as well as the cleverly written (if a bit on the short side) party
interaction.

 Things A3 didn’t get right:

The world could be more flushed out. The lack of bartering, interaction with less important npcs and a comprehensive
font of knowledge (outside the painfully short codex descriptions) about the culture and political behavior of each
country and people leaves too much to the imagination;

Few minor dialogue inconsistencies (companions referring to early quests half-way through the game);

The extended encounters (enemies with too much health and not enough damage output can easily become a slog rather
than a challenge);

The lack of a soundtrack, slightly offset by the mild ambient sounds.

Avadon 3 is a great game. Small things, like choosing which companions will be by your side, learning their backstories, ideals
and motivations and coming to expect their input in a given situation is one of the highlights of the experience. Likewise,
defeating hordes and bosses and tracking down your antagonist step by step gives a real sense of progression to your campaign
of liberation. The fact that story events are the direct outcome of the previous games’ plots should be enough incentive to get
through the previous games first, even though it’s not strictly necessary. All around, the positives of the game far outweigh the
weak spot that are almost inherent to this type of indie, like graphics and sound (On regards to which, by the way, you can
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always improve your experience by having your favorite dungeon synth/dark ambient playlist at hand, it makes the wandering
around far more enjoyable).

 TL;DR  Spoderweb quality right there. If you prize story over graphics, but think choose-your-own-adventure books don't have
enough gameplay, this game is for you.. Because there's no middle-ground rating system, I have to give this game a thumbs
down mainly because the majority (like me) do not have VR, for which this game seems better suited. I'm sure those who are
really into this genre will like this game enough, and the price is definitely right, but I had issues with it.

- The "story" is in the store description, and not all that much is revealed while playing other than "secrets" you find that reveal
things in the short notes of the acheivements earned. Strange.

- The teaser trailers (not the one on the store page) show better graphics and have a lot more in them than at least the first hour
of the game. Very misleading.

- The key rebinding in the game's launcher is largely irrelevant, only the "jump" entry is actually used for item interaction in
game. Confusing.

- The mouse sensitivity is extremely high with no game setting available, so you have to adjust your own mouse dpi. Annoying.

- I did run into a couple of bugs. One was an npc was stuck running into a wall; I could even put a barrel under him. Two was on
the esc menu screen the mouse cursor disappeared, requiring alt+f4 to exit the game.

- It really does look and feel like this game was designed for VR first.

This game seems to have an interesting backstory and all, but for some reason it's just not presented to you and wants to rely
more on atmosphere and tension scares. So if you're just looking for scary, especially in VR, you'll probably have a better time..
4 dollars is better for this game than the previous 7 dollars.

I believe it has enough content for the asking price of 4 dollars. If anything, it keeps you busy when you're bored.. Here is the
issue I have with Imperator Rome at the moment. Its extremely dry. It feels like there is a game to be found there but it wasn't
completed. DLCs will fix this but honestly.... its a bit lazy to release the game in this state. I bought the deluxe version to see if
this would fix anything. I don't know if it does to be honest. However I think this should be included in the base game. I love
paradox as a company since they make the best games on the market but they are nickle and dimeing us so hard that the base
game isn't any fun. I'm a huge fan but.... they need to address this somehow eventually or they'll end up like another EA.

I understand that the game takes lots of money to create and develop, and I appreciate that the DLC's make the company money.
I'm willing to part with my money for games like Stellaris and CK2 but... I feel like there isn't lots of effort here. Stellaris felt
like a huge undertaking and I understand the amount of money that went into it... maybe I'm just missing something?

There's also little things. For example I want to find all the pretenders or disloyal generals in the realm of one of my enemies. I
can't find them straight up. I have to be constantly digging through menus and looking up what the problems are in the game.
The UI could be better. I feel like there should be more decisions for various nations, more formations ect. For example
Carthage has about 3 decisions and their traditions tree makes them weaker than most other factions.

I don't really know. I'm not a professional reviewer and I wouldn't recomemend this game to anyone other than people who are
fans of paradox like myself or people who really love roman history at the moment.

For me... its a yes. However if you are on the fence or you haven't played this type of game before try ck2 or stellaris instead..
This is an incredible VR game. Being a dancer, standing on the center of the stage is an immersive experience. The feeling of
punching the rhythm is pretty great. After played awhile and be familiar with this game, I found the system of this game is
interesting. Every time I punch the rhythm, I got the score based on my performance, it is not difficult to get a
\u201cPERFECT\u201d. When I got enough hits, the visual effect became very awesome, I felt fulfilled.

Advantages:
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good feedback
Has multiple difficulty levels
Excellent\u00a0graphics

Disadvantages:
Only few music can be chosen
Frame drop

The price is reasonable, not high. And The graphics\u00a0are nice\u00a0and\u00a0well\u00a0presented. Highly recommend
this game.. The game is fun, what more can I say? Yeah, it's a mobile port, but this one boasts some things I've NEVER
BEFORE SEEN.

1: Ad-free. They literally just gave you the Ad-Free tavern thing...for free. There are NO ads in the PC version.
2: THEY CHANGED TAP TO CLICK IN EVERY INSTANCE!. First off I feel this game is worth a chance - you will be able
to experience quite a bit before the refund timer is up...

However this review does come with a warning... This game is seen as *complete* even though they left early access early (due
to losing a key team member and a failed kickstarter funding) Basically this is to be seen as a *completed game which has been
abandonned **no more patches** - We still have various bugs and glitches which will never be fixed due to the above.

I am giving it a possative review for what i have currently experienced and for the fact that i enjoy these kind of games.

**Once again - this game has been **technically** abandonned because they could not continue after losing a key team
member... Buy at your own risk!**

For what i have experienced so far 10\/10
For the team closing up shop and releasing early without fixing some things -10\/10
For their reasoning\/honesty for doing so 10\/10. \u0420\u044b\u0431\u043a\u0430!!!. Nice game, I must be close to the end
but I will surely give a try to a different group.

I liked the fact that these things that can be boring in this genre are removed :
Food, torch...

Now it is not Grimrock, but it does not pretend to, good job.
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4/10
I liked this game but it has no real value. There are many more better match 3 games out there especally since this one doesn't
even really have matching its more just spot 3+ and click it. Infact on most of the game you can just randomly click all over the
screen and beat the level really fast. I bought this game for my Aunt, she enjoyed it aswell but found herself randomly clicking
as well. I own all three games I must say they do get progressively better storywise. In Season match 2+3 the minigames do
break up the game a bit so its not just the same thing over and over again, at somepoints the minigames proved more fun than
the actual game.
All in all it is a simple casual game, I'd recommend it only if that is what you are looking for. If you wanted better gameplayed
I'd say get season match 3 it being the best of the lot that I played but the characters are recurring through the franchise so if you
enjoy these type of games getting all three for the story wouldn't be too absurd even if they are short and the plot isn't too thick.
lol. Waste of money. Get Company of Heroes 2, it's better in pretty much every way.. TLDR; An exciting platform capable of
producing HUGE resolution paintings with highly customizable brushes. I have never used a painting application and been
inspired BY the painting application itself before Black Ink.

To get a good impression of this product and its developers visit the Black ink forum: 
http:\/\/forum.bleank.com\/viewforum.php?f=3

The following is based on my personal experience and user feedback I've read in the discussion boards.

Be aware that this software is:

- In development. Updates roll out on a regular basis, and u2 (developer) is highly responsive to suggestions and issues. Some
tools you might depend on may not be included in the current version. For example, at the time of writing this review there is no
smudge tool but it is slated for inclusion.

- Highly GPU intensive, but from what I can tell most dedicated gpus work fine. Check for compatibility. If you're not super
familiar with computers or other painting applications, know that this is unusual. GPU vs CPU will mean that just because other
painting applications work for you, it is not guaranteed that this one will. It did not work at all on my laptop, but works
wonderfully on my desktop. Try the demo. Paint something HUGE. ;)

- Has node-based programmable brush controllers. Your typical sliders (color, size, opacity, etc.) are still there, but you can go
under the hood to customize your brush by tying the behavior of various brush parameters to the input of your choosing. There
is a lot of untapped potential here. If you're the experimental type or mathematically inclined, you have to check this out.

- Focuses on non-realistic painting, but CAN do realistic just fine. For either type, visit the brush section of the forum to see
what the community has created.. Highly recomend listening to mechwarrior/mechassault OST's while reading. It really does
enhance the "Mech Combat" experiance.. Yep, good stuff. If you like hidden object games, it's worth picking up (see what I did
there?). Gotta be honest, I really disliked the setting, but they did a fantastic job with the game dynamics. If you're like me and
are turned off by some silly screenshots, you're doing yourself a disservice.
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